Abstract-Reliable stabilizing controller design with integral-action is considered for linear time-invariant, multi-input-multi-output decentralized systems with stable plants. Design methods are proposed to achieve reliable closed-loop stability with integral-action in each output channel for asymptotic tracking of step-input references applied at each input. The design approaches guarantee stability and integral-action in the active channels when all controllers are operational and when any of the controllers is set equal to zero due to failure.
I. INTRODUCTION
Reliable stabilizing controller design with integral-action is considered for linear time-invariant (LTI), multi-input-multi-output (MIMO), multichannel decentralized systems with stable plants. The goal is to achieve closed-loop stability with integral-action in each output channel so that step-input references applied at each input are asymptotically tracked (with zero steady-state error). Reliable stabilization with integral-action maintains stability and integral-action when any of the controllers fail. The model of controller failure used here assumes that a controller that fails is replaced by zero; the failure is recognized and the corresponding controller is taken out of service (i.e., the states in the controller implementation are all set to zero, the initial conditions and the outputs of the channel that failed are set to zero for all inputs). Clearly, stability is still maintained when all controllers are set to zero since the open-loop plant is stable. If some of the controllers fail, integral-action is still present in the outputs of the channels with active controllers due to the integrators in those controllers.
The reliable stabilization problem was introduced in [9] and [10] and has been studied with full-feedback and decentralized controllers [13] , [14] , [6] , [11] . Reliable decentralized designs were given in [8] and [12] , which guarantee stability and satisfy performance criteria based on a given H1 norm bound despite complete sensor or actuator outages for any subset of a prescribed set of control channels; integral-action is not a criterion in these designs. In [7] , [2] , [1] , integral-action was considered in the decentralized configuration with single-input single-output (SISO) channels that have gain uncertainty between zero and one, and conditions on the steady-state gain of the plant were presented. Although reliable decentralized stabilizability conditions with integral action were given for two-channel and multichannel decentralized configurations with stable plants (for example, in [4] ), explicit design approaches were not explored in detail.
In this note, the goals are: 1) to present necessary and sufficient conditions that guarantee existence of reliable decentralized integral-action controllers, and 2) to propose explicit algebraic design procedures that actually achieve reliable stability with integral action. Although the only criteria incorporated into the design approaches developed here Manuscript received June 14, 1999 ; revised June 14, 2000 . Recommended by Associate Editor P. Voulgaris. This work was supported by the National Science Foundation under Grants ECS-9257932 and ECS-9905729.
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are stability under possible failure of controllers and integral action, other performance criteria may be included in the designs due to the freedom in choosing certain control parameters given in the explicit design steps. The results are explored in detail for two-, three-, and four-channel decentralized systems, where the channels are assumed to be MIMO. Simplifications are also presented for the fully decentralized case with SISO channels. The proposed design methods can be extended to more than four channels. The main results are the existence conditions for reliable decentralized integral-action controllers given in Lemma 1 and the controller design methodology developed in Proposition 1. Corollary 1 states necessary and sufficient conditions for existence of pure integral controllers and proposes an explicit design when all channels except for channel one are restricted to have a single output, which includes the special case of SISO channels. A simple example is given to illustrate the design method of Proposition 1 for a three-channel plant with SISO channels. Due to the algebraic framework, the results apply to continuous-time and discrete-time systems. A continuous-time setting was assumed throughout; all evaluations and discussions involving poles and zeros at s = 0 should be interpreted at z = 1 in the discrete-time case. 
1) Notation and Algebraic
, the norm k 1 k is defined as kM k = sup s2@U (M(s)), where denotes the maximum singular value, @U denotes the boundary of U . Let P 2 M(R), where rank P = ; s o 2 U is called a (transmission) U -zero of P iff rank P (so) < ; so is called a blocking U -zero of P iff P (so) = 0.
II. ANALYSIS
Consider the LTI, MIMO, w-channel decentralized feedback system S (P; C D ) shown in Fig. 1 6 = i of S(P; C i ), y c`,`6 = i,`6 = j of S(P; C i ; C j ), y c`,`6 = i, 6 = j,`6 = k of S(P; C i ; C j ; C k ) are not observed.
We use the following standard definitions of stability and integralaction (see [13] and [7] . ..; w, i = 1; ... ; j 0 1, the system S(P; Ci; Cj) is stable iff the transfer function from (r i ; r j ; u) to (y; y ci ; y cj ) is stable. The stable S(P; C i ; C j ) has integral-action iff the transfer function from (r i ; r j ) to (e i ; e j ) has blocking zeros at zero. For k = 3; ...; w, j = 2; . ..; k 0 1, i = 1; . ..; j 0 1, the system S(P; C i ; C j ; C k ) is stable iff the transfer-function from (r i ; r j ; r k ; u) to (y; y ci ; y cj ; y ck ) is stable. The stable S(P; Ci; Cj; C k ) has integral-action iff the transfer-function from (r i ; r j ; r k ) to (e i ; e j ; e k ) has blocking-zeros at zero.
2)
The controller C D = diag[C 1 ; . ..; C w ] is a stabilizing controller for the plant P (or CD stabilizes P ) iff CD 2 M(Rp) and the system S(P; C D ) is stable.
3)
is a reliable decentralized integral-action controller iff the system S(P; CD) is stable with integral-action when all controllers are active and when any subset of the controllers are set equal to zero;
i.e., when w = 2, all three systems S(P; C D ), S(P; C i ), i = 1; 2, are stable with integral action, when w = 3, all seven systems S(P; CD), S(P; Ci), i = 1; 2; 3 and S(P; Ci; Cj), j = 2; 3, i = 1; ... ; j 0 1, are stable with integral action, when w = 4, all fifteen systems S(P; C D ), S(P; C i ), i = 1; .. .; 4, S(P; C i ; C j ), j = 2; .. .; 4, i = 1; ...; j 0 1, and S(P; Ci; Cj; C k ), k = 3; 4, j = 2; .. .; k 01, i = 1; .. .; j 01, are stable with integral-action. It is well known that CD 2 R n 2n i is an RCF of Ci, if D i (0) = 0, then rankN i (0) = n yi n ui . Since these are necessary for stability and integral action in S(P; C D ), we assume that P 2 R n 2n is full row-rank, has no (transmission) zeros at zero (rank P (0) = n y n u ), and the number of outputs does not exceed the number of inputs in each channel (nyi nui, i = 1; ...; w). If S(P; Ci) is stable with integral action, 2i 2 R n 2n unimodular implies rank(P ii N i )(0) = n yi . Therefore, for S(P; C i ) to be stable with integral action, rankPii(0) = nyi nui.
III. DESIGN
Reliable decentralized integral-action controller design requires that the systems S(P; C D ), S(P; C i ), S(P; C i ; C j ), S(P; C i ; C j ; C k )
are all stable with integral-action. In Lemma 1, we state the conditions for existence of w-channel reliable decentralized integral-action controllers for w = 2; 3; 4. In Proposition 1, we propose a reliable decentralized integral-action controller design approach. We define the following to be used in the subsequent results.
Let P I ii (0) 2 n 2n denote a right-inverse of Pii(0) 2 n 2n . For j = 2; ... ; w, i = 1; ... ; j 0 1, define X ij 2 R n 2n , X ij (0) 2 n 2n as (5); with k j to be specified as in Proposition 1, define Wij 2 R n 2n as (6) Xij := Pjj 0PjiNiPij; Xij(0) := (Pjj0PjiP I ii Pij)(0); 
Proposition 1 (Reliable Decentralized Integral-Action Controller
Design): Let P 2 R n 2n be as in (1) . Let rank P (0) = n y n u ; for i = 1; . . . ; w, let rank P ii (0) = n yi n ui . For j = 2; . . . ; w, i = 1; . . . ; j 0 1, let Xij (0)P I jj (0) 2 n 2n be symmetric, positive-definite for some right-inverse P I ii (0) of P ii (0), P I jj (0) of P jj (0). 
and let Q4 2 R n 2n satisfy det(I 0Q4P44)(1) 6 = 0, Wi4 , W q r4 , W g are unimodular.
If Q i = 0, then C i = (K i =s) is a "pure integral" controller, K i = In Proposition 1, Qi = 0 satisfies the unimodularity conditions; then C D = diag[ (K 1 =s) 
M(R) \ M(R s ).
We now apply the reliable decentralized integral-action controller design procedure in Proposition 1 to a three-channel plant with SISO channels that was considered in [2] . From (5), (7), (9) 
IV. CONCLUSION
We presented conditions for existence of reliable decentralized integral-action controllers, and proposed explicit design approaches that achieve reliable w-channel decentralized stability with integral-action for w = 2; 3; 4. Although the results explored two-, three-, and fourchannel decentralized systems in detail, the proposed design methods can be extended to more than four channels by imposing additional conditions (similar positive-definiteness assumptions) on the dc-gain matrices of higher-order minors of the plant. (22) and Qi is such that det Di(1) = det(I0P ii Q i )(1) 6 = 0. The system S(P; C i ; C j ) is also stable with integral-action if and only if 2 ij in (4) is unimodular; equivalently I 0 PjiNiPijNj = I + (Xij 0 Pjj)Nj = I 0 P ji N i P ijNj 0 P ji N i P ij (I 0N j P jj )Q j
is unimodular for some Q j 2 R n 2n . Since (I 0 PjiNiPijNj; 0PjiNiPij(I 0NjPjj)) is left-coprime, there exists Q j such that (23) is unimodular if and only if det(I 0 PjiNiPijNj) has the same sign at all blocking U-zeros of PjiNiPij(I 0NjPjj). This pair is left coprime if and only if rank[I 0 P ji N i P ijNj 0P ji N i P ij (I 0N j P jj )] = n yj for all s 2 U. Equivalently, by (20), rank[(s + ) 01 sM 01
j Xij] = nyj, which holds for s 6 = 0; it also holds for s = 0 since det(X ij (0)P I jj )(0) 6 = 0 implies rankX ij (0) = n yj . The only blocking U-zeros of P ji N i P ij (I 0N j P jj ) are at s o 2 U such that (P ji N i P ij )(s o ) = 0 and possibly at s = 0 [note det(I 0NjPjj) = det((s + ) 01 sM 01 j )]. If so 2 U is a blocking-zero of P ji N i P ij , then det(I 0 P ji N i P ijNj (s o )) = 1. Therefore, det(I 0 PjiNiPijNj)(0) > 0 is sufficient; if PjiNiPij has no blocking U-zeros, then the sign at s = 0 does not matter. By Ni =Ni + (I 0NiPii)Qi is given by (21), equivalently (14) , and Q i 2 R n 2n is such that det(I 0 P ii Q i )(1) 6 = 0. Fix N 1 , C1 by choosing Q1 (choosing Q1 = 0 satisfies this constraint). In addition to S(P; C i ), S(P; i3 X i3 Q 3 ), equivalently, W i3 in (6) are unimodular, i = 1; 2. The system S(P; C 1 ; C 2 ; C 3 ) is also stable with integral-action if and only if (24) is unimodular for some Q3 2 M(R), i.e., I +(Z 
